To:
Re:

CIRA County Elected officials
County Software Project (CIRA) Overview

The purpose of this packet is to inform you of iDocket.com’s resolve and commitment to comply
with the upcoming CIRA county-wide judicial system. Also, to familiarize your county with our
variety of products already in place and in use state wide.
The mission of the Texas Association of Counties is to unite counties to achieve better solutions.
With a similar mission, the CIRA project was founded in an attempt to unite counties for a
common judicial system software package. The objective of CIRA is a great idea - training and
ongoing SUPPORT of the software is paramount to having a solid long term solution.
The design phase of the project was awarded last year to complete detail specifications of a
county-wide judicial system. Design results are to be reviewed soon. Typically design
specifications are reviewed for completeness and accuracy before proceeding with the actual
writing of the software.
iDocket has committed to comply with all CIRA specifications in our Quartz judicial case
management software product. Our Quartz product currently is being used by over twenty Texas
Clerks. Many of the Clerks using Quartz are now sending their monthly OCA reports in the NEW
mandated format.
iDocket has made it their mission to facilitate the process for Clerks to manage their information.
Our specialty is making Clerks information available on the Internet. We realize that Clerks will
not make their information available on the web if they are not comfortable and confident that
the information is accurate and complete.
iDocket developed software applications to offer Clerks a better affordable solution to manage
their information. Our license fees are based on the population in the county making it fair across
the board especially for smaller and medium sized counties with limited budgets.
As always, iDocket strives for excellence in our products and services. We have a great solution
for a county-wide application for interested parties. Our complete judicial system will track an
inmate from jail to probation along with all pertinent court information. iDocket is prepared to be
your vendor to comfortably take you into the next generation. Just give us an opportunity - you
will be pleasantly surprised and satisfied.
Please take the time to review the enclosed material which will provide a summary of our
affordable county-wide solutions.
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